Hollow glass equipment

HOLLOW GLASS EQUIPMENT

The glass industry
is demanding.
Drive and transport
solutions not only
need to reliably
master operating
processes, they
also need to be
highly resistant to
harsh conditions
and incredibly
efﬁcient. In this
article, Renold
gives us an idea
of the important
role its inverted
tooth chains play in
transporting hollow
glass in today’s
glassworks.

RENOLD
inverted tooth chains
for cost-effective production
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G

lass is a highly versatile
and malleable material. It
also offers unique characteristics which make it indispensable in numerous products.
Today, glass not only plays an
important role as an object of
everyday use but can be increasingly found in new areas – in
research, science, and numerous
cutting-edge industries:
t'PPEBOECFWFSBHFQBDLBHJOH
t)PVTFIPME  HBTUSPOPNZ  GVSnishings
t.PUPSWFIJDMFT FMFDUSJDBMEFWJDes
t8JOEPXT  GBDBEFT  DPOTUSVDtion industry
t0QUJDT TPMBS SFTFBSDI TDJFODF
t.FEJDJOF  QIBSNBDFVUJDBMT 
cosmetics
t$IFNJDBM BOE HFOFSBM JOEVTtrial applications

SAFE, RELIABLE DRIVING
AND GENTLE TRANSPORT
Renold has created a full range
of inverted tooth chains which
are temperature-resistant up to
×$ BOE PQFSBUF BU TQFFET
up to 50 m/s., during smooth,
precise operations with minimal

chain link impact and extremely
low, even wear. The interlocking power transmission eliminates slippage. The Renold rolling pivot joint minimizes elongation, which has a positive impact
on the service life of the chain.
0QUJNJ[FE MJOL QMBUF GPSNT QSPvide even larger sliding areas.
0UIFSGBDUPSTUPCFUBLFOJOUP
account include:
t5IFFMPOHBUJPOCFIBWJPVSPGBO
inverted tooth chain refers to
the operation-related elongation of the chain under tensile
stress. After a certain amount
of elongation, the chain ceases
to run smoothly and must be
replaced.
t*O HMBTT QSPEVDUJPO  FTQFDJBMMZ
during transport, properly regulated cooling is important for
the gradual stabilization of hot
products.
t&WFSZ NBDIJOF  TZTUFN  BOE
application requires an individually conﬁgured solution that is

ideal for the speciﬁc installation
situation, including spatial conditions.
t*OUFSNTPGUFNQFSBUVSFCFIBWiour, both the product throughout the production process as
well as the operating characteristics of the inverted tooth chain
must be taken into account.
t5IF QSPQFSUJFT PG UIF JOWFSUed tooth chain materials must
be optimized for the speciﬁc
application conditions.
t" DPNQSFIFOTJWF SBOHF PG
individually conﬁgurable products, components, and optional
extras is required to cater to the
wide variety of applications in
the glass industry.

CONVEYOR CHAINS IN THE
HOLLOW GLASS INDUSTRY
8IFUIFS BT BO *4NBDIJOF
conveyor or a cross conveyor in
front of the furnace – inverted
tooth conveyor chains offer ideal
guiding characteristics.
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Machine conveyor on IS-machines

.BDIJOF DPOWFZPST UBLF UIF
hot bottles and transport them to
the ware transfer. Their features:
stable standing surface, high
resistance to abrasion, minimal
spacing at the machine bed, low
sliding friction, air permeability
for conveyor cooling, minimal
heat withdrawal by the chain,
heat resistance even during preheating, chemical resistance
against annealing agents.
Long service life, reliable transport

Rolling pivot joint with low
sliding friction, link plates with
'&PQUJNJ[FE DPOUPVST NBEF PG
high-strength heat-treated steel
or stainless steel, laser-welded outer links, sprockets with
hardened involute toothing for
smooth, impact-free meshing –
there are plenty of reasons why
inverted tooth conveyor chains
offer consistently precise and
SFMJBCMF PQFSBUJPO 'BDUPS JO UIF
virtually unlimited options to
tailor the inverted tooth chains
to the speciﬁc requirements of
equipment and overall applications.
t-PXWJCSBUJPO  TNPPUI PQFSBtion
t)JHIQSPEVDUJPOTQFFET
t-PX SFKFDU SBUF GPS JODSFBTFE
efﬁciency
t.JOJNBMTMJEJOHSFTJTUBODF
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Cross conveyor at the cooling
furnace

$SPTTDPOWFZPSTUBLFPWFSUIF
previously stabilized glass containers and transport them to
the cooling furnace. Their fea-
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tures: a stable standing surface,
high abrasion resistance, minimal
spacing at the cooling furnace,
low sliding friction for easy shifting, resistance against thermal
stress caused by radiant heat,
and chemical resistance against
annealing agents.
Higher productivity, lower costs

8IFUIFS GPS TIBQJOH PO B
blowing machine or precisely
coordinating the movements of
a rotary table system – inverted
tooth drive chains are always the
right choice when smooth runOJOH BOE BDDVSBDZ DPVOU 0O
*4NBDIJOFT  PVS JOWFSUFE UPPUI
drive chains in the take-out gear

ensure power with precision.
t3FEVDFEEPXOUJNFT
t*NQSPWFEEZOBNJDT
t*ODSFBTFE UFNQFSBUVSF SFTJTUance
t$POTJEFSBCMZMPOHFSTFSWJDFMJGF
compared to belt drives
Renold inverted tooth chains
used in a take-out gear helps

hollow glass manufacturers to
reduce costs by increasing proEVDUJWJUZ -POHFS TFSWJDF MJGF
means less downtime for maintenance and repair work on
UIF *4NBDIJOF 8JUI PQUJNVN
dynamics, the installation of an
)1$ UZQF JOWFSUFE UPPUI DIBJO
from Renold can reduce the
installation width and weight of
the drive components.
In the take-out gear, wear
of the drive element must be
reduced to a minimum to
ensure exact positioning in
the long term. Inverted tooth
chains with a two-pin rolling
pivot joint with hardened axle
and rolling pivots maintain
smooth operation and thus
ensure repeatability of the
swivel motion, even over a
MPOHQFSJPE5IF)1$UZQF
inverted tooth chain used
in the take-out gear generates almost exclusively
low-wear rolling friction
and is suitable for speeds
up to 50 m/s.

DRIVE AND TRANSPORT
SOLUTIONS FOR A
WIDE VARIETY OF
PRODUCTS
In addition to their
attractive technical prop-

erties, the absolute ﬂexibility of
individually manufactured inverted tooth chains makes them
ideal for nearly every application.
Regardless of whether the product is large and heavy or small,
lightweight, and prone to tipping,
our inverted tooth chains are
q pp
well-equipped
for all situations,
pplicafrom transport to drive ap
applicas
tions. They can implement strong
speeds
forces, torques, and high speeds
cision
as reliably as unerring prec
precision
moving
– for both fast and slow-m
slow-moving
applications.
t4VJUBCMF GPS
WBDVVN BQ
QQMJDBt4VJUBCMF
GPS WBDVVN
BQQMJDBtions
t"MTP GPS HMBTT BSUJDMFT XJUI
IPVU B
t"MTPGPSHMBTTBSUJDMFTXJUIPVUB
standing surface
t'PS DSZTUBM HMBTT BOE TNBMMM HMBTT
t'PSDSZTUBMHMBTTBOETNBMMHMBTT
products
t'PS SPCVTU
IFBWZ HMBTT
HMBTT
t'PS
SPCVTU BOE
BOE IFBWZ
products

RENOLD INVERTED TOOTH
RENOLD
TOOTTH
CHAINS FOR AUTOMATION
AUTOMATIO
ON
SOLUTIONS
Renold inverted tooth chain
technology maintains the world’s
w
largest delivery program:
t1JWPU
XJUI QJO
QJO TZTt1JWPU KPJOU
KPJOU XJUI
tem, laser-welded outer links,
unique rounded edges
t$POUJOVPVT PQUJNJ[BUJPO
t$POUJOVPVT
PQUJNJ[BUJPO
O BOE
BOE
product variety
t"QQMJDBUJPOTQFDJmD
t"QQMJDBUJPOTQFDJmDWFSTJPOT
WFSTJP
POT
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t*OWFSUFE UPPUI DIBJOT BOE
sprockets from a single source
t*OEJWJEVBMDPOmHVSBUJPOTCBTFE
on modular concept
t8JEF SBOHF PG NBUFSJBMT  DPOstructions, guide types, pitches
Continuous optimization of link
plate forms

Renold consistently translates
practical knowledge into new
QSPEVDU TPMVUJPOT 0OF FYBNQMF
is the enlarged contact surface
for inverted tooth chains with
BO FYUFOEFE QJUDI $PNQBSFE UP
multiguides, the problem of vertical wear caused by abrasion on
the teeth is reduced across the
entire chain width.
Special versions and optional
extras

&BDIEBZJTEJGGFSFOUGSPNUIF
OFYU8JUITQFDJBMMJOLQMBUFTBOE
speciﬁc contact surfaces, the
wide range of applications for
inverted tooth conveyor chains
can be broadened even further.
$FSBNJDTVQQPSUTBSFPOFFYBNple for especially gentle transport
with minimal temperature loss.
Laser-welded outer links

-BTFSXFMEFE JOWFSUFE UPPUI
chains have a smooth contact
surface on both sides and can
be routed directly alongside the
EFBE QMBUFT JO UIF *4NBDIJOF
PS UIF TJEF SBJMT .JOJNVN TJEF
gaps ensure reliable transfer on
the machine conveyor and to the
cross conveyor as well as easy
sliding of the products into the
cooling furnace.
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t$POOFDUJOH MJOLT XJUI VOJGPSN
plate width
t/P MBUFSBM NPWFNFOU PG KPJOU
pivots
t-BSHFS TJEF TVSGBDF QSFWFOUT
lateral wear

WHY ARE INVERTED TOOTH
CHAINS WITH ROLLING
PIVOT JOINTS THE RIGHT
CHOICE?

Unique two-pin rolling pivot joint

Renold’s inverted tooth chain
solutions have a unique two-pin
rolling pivot joint, where an axle
pivot rolls against a rolling pivot.
The pivots are pressed into the
link plates under tensile force,
preventing any further movement. Because the pins maintain
permanent contact, the layout
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of the inverted tooth chain has
no impact. Inverted tooth chains
with rolling pivot joints therefore permit a variety of design
options and can be tailored to
individual production processes
and requirements. Because the
nk plates are static in relation to
t
link
the pins, any loss of strength due
in
to thermall strain is insigniﬁcant.
8JUI UIFJS MPX GSJDUJPO DPFGmcient, inverted tooth conveyor
chains can also be operated without any lubrication.
$POWFSTFMZ  PO UIF POFQJO
joint, the link plates slide onto
an oval pin as they mesh with the
sprocket. This results in wear on
both the pin and the link plates.
Because the holes punched in
the link plates are usually not

cylindrical, the surface pressure
between the pin and link plates
is increased, creating additional
wear.

INTERLOCKING
CONNECTION: INVERTED
TOOTH CHAIN AND
SPROCKET
The correct meshing of chain
and sprocket is a prerequisite for
trouble-free, continuous operation. All relevant dimensions and
proﬁles are optimally aligned to
achieve slip-free movement.
8IFOFWFS UFDIOJDBMMZ GFBTJble, sprockets are manufactured
according to the speciﬁc needs of
the customer. The design of the
toothing is adapted to the guide
type of the selected inverted tooth
DIBJO0GDPVSTF BMMTQFDJBMWFSsions are also available with guide
slots for various chain widths and
can be prepared for centre and
TJEF HVJEFT $ TUFFM TQSPDLFUT
with hardened tooth ﬂanks are
used as a standard with proven
SFTJTUBODF UP XFBS 'PS BO FWFO
longer service life for cross conveyors subject to extreme thermal
loads, without compromising on
strength, we also use vacuumhardened tool steel.
OPTIMAL JOINT KINEMATICS
Elongation

Due to sliding friction and
increased wear of the joint, elongation in 1-pin chains can be
up to three times higher than in
QJOTZTUFNT3FOPMEQJOSPMMing pivot joint with hardened axle
and rolling pivots only creates
SPMMJOH GSJDUJPO 0WFS UJNF XFBS
also occurs at the contact line of
the pins; however, this wear is
evenly distributed on both pins
as well as the inner and outer
links. The meshing conditions
remain constant over the entire
period of use. These characteristics are the basic prerequisite for
precise angle synchronization in
applications for the hollow glass
industry.

As shown in the diagram,
studies have demonstrated that
the elongation of inverted tooth
chains is up to three times less
with rolling pivot joints instead
PG TJOHMF QJO KPJOUT 4JOHMF QJOT
generate constant sliding friction
which accelerates wear.
Renold rolling pivot joints only
HFOFSBUF SPMMJOH GSJDUJPO 'PS BO
RT type inverted tooth chain,
this means a minimal elongation of 0.17% after approximately
4000 test hours, i.e. about 1.7
mm elongation per meter of the
chain. This horizontal wear is
negligible when it comes to the
performance and reliability of
inverted tooth chain applications.
Inverted tooth chains with a onepin system, in contrast, exhibit an
elongation of approximately 11
to 14 mm per meter, based on a
comparison with Renold KT type
chains as an example for single
pins.
8JUI B TJNQMF DPNQBSJTPO PG
friction coefﬁcient μ for rolling
and sliding friction, it’s easy to
see that rolling friction requires
far less force.

since glass is often processed at
UFNQFSBUVSFTBCPWF×$
t)JHI SFRVJSFNFOUT GPS ESJWF
synchronization and accuracy,
since even minor deviations can
leave marks or scratches on the
product, and glass is fragile
after cooling.
8SBQ ESJWFT BSF ESJWFT UIBU
enable the cost-effective implementation of larger centre distances. Various drive elements,
such as belts, roller chains, and
inverted tooth chains are available. Belts, regardless of whether
toothed, ﬂat, or wedge-shaped,
can usually be ruled out, since
the temperatures are too high.
Roller chains often lack the
required accuracy due to sliding
friction and wear. Inverted tooth
chains with rolling pivot joints
are the only viable option ideally equipped to meet all requirements and should always be the
ﬁrst choice.

Rolling pivots are laser-welded
in the outer plates of Renold
inverted tooth conveyor chains.
The rivet heads no longer protrude and the belts can be placed
ﬂush to the sides without any
gaps. This increases the operational reliability of the chain and
the chain width remains constant
throughout its service life.

CHAIN DRIVE FOR SHAPING
ON A BLOWING MACHINE
Inverted tooth drive chain for
shaping on a blowing machine
for the production of high-quality drinking glasses (goblets/
wine glasses). An inverted tooth
chain at each of the 18 stations
drives the mould for the bowl, an
additional inverted tooth chain
rotates the stem to weld it to the
bowl. Both parts must be rotated
with equal precision in order to
join the elements.
5IF BQQMJDBUJPO VTFT BO )1$
inverted tooth chain. A special
feature: both drives are positioned laterally, i.e. with vertical
axes.

INVERTED TOOTH DRIVE
CHAINS IN THE HOLLOW
GLASS INDUSTRY
Glass is a special product. It
places highly speciﬁc demands on
production equipment and tools
for production and processing.
The main requirements include:
t)JHI UFNQFSBUVSF SFTJTUBODF 

TAKE-OUT GEARS IN
CONTAINER GLASS
PRODUCTION
These gears are used to lift
glass while it is still glowing
PVU PG UIF *4NBDIJOF BOE POUP
sheets from which the glass items
are shifted onto an inverted tooth
conveyor chain. The rotation

Friction coefﬁcient: steel on steel
Sliding friction μ = 0.1, rolling
friction μ = 0.01
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usually does not exceed 180° by
much; the entire gear housing is
rotated. The gear rotates around
the drive shaft, enabling a swivel
motion.
A difﬁcult factor in this process is repeated reversing with
relatively high accelerations.
Inverted tooth chains meet these
demands over a long period.
They are unaffected by radiant
heat and continuous directional
changes with rapid accelerations.
In addition, the drives demonstrate exceptional precision and
robustness.

WHY IS TRANSPORT SO
CRITICAL IN HOLLOW GLASS
PRODUCTION?
The glass product comes out
PG UIF *4NBDIJOF XJUI B UFNQFSBUVSFPGPWFS×$BOENVTU
be gently and reliably transported
to the individual processing stagFT )PXFWFS  UIF QSPEVDU JT OPU

yet fully stabilized and is highly
delicate.
Additional production steps
are required along the path from
UIF *4NBDIJOF UP UIF DPPMJOH
GVSOBDF'JSTU CFMUDPPMJOHTUBCJlizes the product. The next step is
hot-end coating. Transport must
be accomplished without any slippage to ensure that the product
stays properly positioned. The
spacing between the products is
reduced in the ware transfer for
optimum space utilization in the
DPPMJOHGVSOBDF$POUBDUCFUXFFO
the products must be avoided at
all costs.

BASE CRACKS
To withstand harsh operating conditions, inverted tooth
chains are usually made of highTUSFOHUI IFBUUSFBUFE TUFFM -JLF
all metals, steel is an excellent
heat conductor, which presents
a problem: the glass needs to

cool down during transport in
order to stabilize, but at the right
rate. If the hot product makes
contact with the inverted tooth
chain, heat ﬂows from the glass
to the chain. The inverted tooth
chain dissipates warmth from the
glass more quickly than it can
be resupplied by the surrounding glass. This results in areas
with different temperatures at
the contact points with the glass,
creating tension that can become
visible through micro-cracks
CBTFDSBDLT 8IFOUIFQSPEVDU
is cooled with air on the belt, this
effect does not occur. Air acts as
an insulator so the glass can continue to supply adequate warmth
and cool down slowly and evenly.

FLAME POLISHING
During ﬂame polishing, burners on the conveyor belt partially melt the product surfaces.
Inverted tooth chains can sustain
damage from exposure to high
UFNQFSBUVSFT 4UBJOMFTT TUFFM DBO
provide an adequate solution for
these applications.
HOT-END COATING
)PUFOE DPBUJOH TNPPUIFOT
surfaces and creates an excellent surface for subsequent coldFOE DPBUJOH $PBUJOH BHFOUT JO
combination with lubricants can
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damage the inverted tooth chain.
)PXFWFS  UIFSF BSF TUFQT ZPV
can take to protect the quality of
inverted tooth chains.

WAYS TO REGULATE THE
COOLING PROCESS
'JSTU UIFNFMUJUTFMGJTBEFDJTJWF
factor. A high alkaline content
(Arabic: “al qalya” = potassium
carbonate) reduces the tendency
towards base crack formation.
1PUBTTJVN DBSCPOBUF PS QPUBTI
is a network modiﬁer and ﬂuxing
agent.
/FUXPSL NPEJmFST BMUFS UIF
properties of glass by depositing atoms in the quartz network
and therefore disrupting the even
network structure. As a ﬂuxing
agent, potash lowers the melting temperature and thus the
processing temperature. A lower
processing temperature means
a smaller temperature difference between the glass and the
inverted tooth chain, and thus a
reduced heat transfer from the
glass into the chain.
An additional factor in preventing base cracks is the design
and shape of products. The base
of a bottle is curved inward
and the remaining circular ring
equipped with additional ﬂuting.
This reduces the contact surface with the inverted tooth chain

considerably.
'JOBMMZ UIFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGUIF
inverted tooth chain has a signiﬁcant impact on cooling processes. Tightly constructed chains
have a larger closed surface than
those with spacers or an openly
conﬁgured extended pitch.

THE RIGHT MATERIAL
4IPVME B DPNCJOBUJPO PG BMM
measures not eliminate base
cracks, stainless steel inverted
tooth chains could help to solve
UIF QSPCMFN 4UFFM XJUI B IJHI
nickel content reduces the withdrawal of heat from glass, which
is determined by thermal conducUJWJUZ NFBTVSFEJO8N, XBUU
per meter kelvin).
$PNQBSFE UP IFBUUSFBUFE
steels, the use of stainless steel
reduces the withdrawal of heat by
an approximate factor of 3. This
also reduces energy consumption
and cuts down on melt quantities.
IMPROVED SLIDING
CHARACTERISTICS
4PNF HMBTT CBTFT IBWF NJOJmal contact with the inverted
tooth chain. This disrupts the
sliding quality when shifting the
products on and off the chain.
The same applies to angled ﬂuting in the glass base. Renold has

developed a solution for these
challenges: toothed plate edges
are rounded off in an extra work
step. This keeps the contact area
to a minimum while reducing
sliding forces. In addition, the
risk of toppling during lateral
shifting is minimized, which is
especially important for tall, topheavy products. Rounded edges
can cut the forces required for
lateral shifting (both static and
sliding friction forces) by roughly
one half.
t3FEVDFTUIFSJTLPGCBTFDSBDLT
t3FEVDFT UPQQMJOH JO UPQQMF
prone bottles
t3FEVDFT UIF TMJEJOH SFTJTUBODF
of glassware
t*NQSPWFTTMJEJOHQSPQFSUJFT

THE RIGHT LAYOUT
Inverted tooth chains have a
lamellar design, which always
results in a gap between the individual link plates. The additional
integration of spacers and/or the
use of extended pitches increase
this gap, which promotes cooling.
ADVANTAGE: VARIETY
OF CHAIN TYPES
The correct selection of the
inverted tooth chain type, construction, and speciﬁc version
enables an ideal combination for
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ations, and belt cooling requirements, the type and properties of
the product itself play a key role.
0GUFO  JOEJWJEVBM UFTUJOH  DPNbined with speciﬁc experience, is
required to ﬁnd the best solution:
t34  4UBOEBSE GPS VOJWFSTBM
VTF4VJUBCMFGPSNFEJVNTJ[FE
and large products. Air permeBCJMJUZBQQSPY
t353%'PSTNBMMHMBTTXBSF
and products prone to tipping.
"JS QFSNFBCJMJUZ BQQSPY 
-JNJUFECFMUDPPMJOH
t55&5  4VJUBCMF GPS VOJWFSsal use, also for small glassware
and products prone to tipping
thanks to a level surface. Air
permeability approx. 31%.
Good belt cooling.
t54&4  'PS NFEJVNTJ[FE
to large products. Air permeBCJMJUZ BQQSPY  &YDFMMFOU
CFMU DPPMJOH )JHIMZ TVJUBCMF
for glasses with a solid base or
large volume.

the speciﬁc requirements of an
application and the product to be
NBOVGBDUVSFE 0ODF BMM BTQFDUT
are considered, the result is economical production costs combined with error-free transport.
In short: utmost efﬁciency.
Despite this customizing, it
is a fact that few production
facilities manufacture the same
product day in and day out.
Instead, products tend to change
frequently: bottles are followed
by foodstuff jars, top-heavy
products by broad-based, stable
bottles. The main objective is
therefore to ﬁnd the best possible compromise, for example,
between cooling and standing
surface properties.
This requires ample experience
from practical applications and
extensive conﬁguration options.
8FDBOPGGFSZPVCPUI0VSSBOHF
of inverted tooth chains provides
unparalleled options worldwide.
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8FIBWFBMTPCFFODBUFSJOHUPUIF
speciﬁc needs of the glass industry for over 50 years.

ADVANTAGE: INDIVIDUAL
CONSTRUCTION
$PNQBSFE UP PUIFS QSPWJEFST 
Renold not only offers 1.5 mm
link plates in several different
DPOTUSVDUJPOT  CVU BMTP  NN
link plates with six additional
construction combinations. This
is the largest range of inverted
tooth chain versions worldwide.
The possibilities are virtually endless. This wide range of conﬁguration options only provides an
advantage in combination with
knowledge about critical factors.
The main objective is usually to
implement a suitable compromise for systems and the products to be manufactured.
In addition to the speciﬁc
functionality of the inverted tooth
chain, existing installation situ-
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
AND INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Because requirements change,
improvements are always possible, and a technological edge
can mean the world, Renold uses
the latest technical methods and
ﬁeld-speciﬁc knowledge needed
for the customers’ tasks, calculating and developing the most
suitable conﬁgurations. Inverted
tooth chains and sprockets are
perfectly matched throughout
planning. O
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